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GRC’s Programs Empower Bright Students
32 Years and Beyond
Gifted Resource Council was founded 32 years ago “to bring together the resources of the community, schools and
parents to help bright and talented children achieve their potential.” Remaining grounded in this mission, GRC has
evolved into an organization offering a rich variety of educational opportunities that challenge, inspire and mentor
bright children—preschool through 8th grade—to stretch their imaginations, develop new academic and social skills,
have fun and build lasting relationships with their peers.

Visionaries Identify Need

Key Programs Established Early

Gifted Resource Council began with the vision of
In the spring of 1984, the founders hosted the
three women - Beverly Berla,
first
Academic
Challenge
Linda McCall and Michele
Cup (ACC), a unique program
Peters - sitting around a kitchen
designed to reach hundreds of
table, pondering the need for
students during the school year.
more opportunities for gifted
Since 1994 when two parent
children beyond the traditional
volunteers, Chris Dadian and
school setting. They understood
Tom Campbell, developed a
that bright children who were
computer program to score
not being challenged in school
results, ACC has been able
are at risk for much more than
to accommodate many more
boredom. They are at risk for
students. As a result, ACC has
underachieving,
failing
to
expanded to seven days on
Students throughout the area participate in
thrive and thus depriving the
the campuses of Washington
GRC’s Academic Challenge Cup.
rest of society of the benefits
University and the University of
of their leadership and unique
Missouri-St. Louis.
contributions. These visionaries
Working under volunteer
understood that gifted children need opportunities to
coaches trained by GRC, more than 1,400 children now
interact with their intellectual peers and to be challenged
prepare on their own time—before or after school—
and nurtured in programs designed especially to meet
from September to March for challenges in creativity
their special academic and social needs. In addition to
(for the youngest students), math and verbal games,
being challenged intellectually, gifted children benefit
learning valuable skills they would not be taught in the
from opportunities to develop the social skills and
course of their regular school curriculum.
teamwork that are so essential for effective leadership.
That same summer of ‘84, these pioneers launched
In the fall of 1983, GRC was incorporated as a notGRC’s Space Academy, the first and longest-lasting
for-profit, applied for status as an IRS 501(c)(3) taxof GRC’s eleven Summer Academies. It has expanded
exempt organization and launched the first Learning
to two sections each summer, as well as two sections
Lab, 90-minute high-interest, hands-on learning
of Advanced Space Academy. One of the remarkable
opportunities offered over six Saturdays each fall and
things is that students can sign up for GRC’s Space
winter.
Academy year after year and not repeat the same
experience because the curriculum is fresh and new
“At the time, there were very few options for
each year. In any given summer young ‘cadets’ may
challenging bright and talented children in the
focus on black holes and comets or other solar systems,
community, and because the need was there, we
or on a lunar landing, or ‘exploration’ of Mars or
took action,” said Beverly Berla, who succeeded
Pluto. Of course, building and launching their own
Linda McCall as GRC’s Executive Director in
model rockets is always thrilling, and field trips to
the fall of 1984 and served in that capacity for
11 years.
Key Programs continued on page 5
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Dialogue with the Director
In the fall of 1995 after having been asked by the an amazing number of bright and curious children,
Board of Directors of Gifted Resource Council to their devoted parents and the fabulous teachers and
accept the position of Executive Director, I composed GRC staff who have worked together as a team to
my first column for GRC’s mindwonders. In that make a difference in the lives of children who are
column I likened my assumption of the leadership our brightest future.
role of GRC to that of an adoption of a pre-teenager.
And now, as Gifted Resource Council marks 32
Because in 1995 Gifted Resource Council as an years of service to families and the community,
organization was twelve years old.
I am pleased to transfer the leadership of this fine
GRC had been conceived and
organization as it continues to mature
nurtured as a young organization
into young adulthood to Susan Jesse.
by a devoted group of people with
Susan has also been an integral part
a vision and mission – that of
of GRC as she has taught in GRC’s
providing academic enrichment
Space Academy for more than ten
opportunities for gifted children
years, has served as the Academic
outside the traditional school setting.
Challenge Cup Coordinator for
This youthful organization had
the past two years, and has been
grown much like a treasured child –
“shadowing” this past year, learning
exuberantly and enthusiastically.
more about the day-to-day office
And so, as GRC was about to
activities that keep GRC running.
enter into its adolescence, I agreed to
Susan understands gifted children,
provide guidance and direction. (It
having completed her first career as
should be noted that I was not totally
a teacher – most recently with the
new to the organization, having served
Gifted Program in the Mehlville
Sue Flesch,
as part-time Program Director for the
School District. More importantly,
GRC Executive Director
previous seven years.) What followed
Susan is a quick learner, who has
were days and weeks that quickly
knowledge of educational issues and
turned into months and years of new activities and the gifted community, and who possesses a passion
learning. I certainly learned more than I ever could for the role that GRC plays in the St. Louis area.
have anticipated. And GRC ventured into new and
I am delighted that Susan is accepting the position
expanded activities as well.
of Executive Director of Gifted Resource Council. I
GRC’s Rainforest Project, where seventh and am also delighted to continue to be a part of GRC’s
eighth graders traveled to Ecuador for two weeks future, as I turn my attention more completely to the
of research into the effects of soil change in the role of Program Director – coming “full circle,” so to
Amazon rainforest, was a three-year program during speak. I will focus on planning and implementation
the late ‘90s that had long-lasting influences on a of Learning Labs and GRC’s Summer Academies
select group of young people. ECO Academy and for the foreseeable future. Of course, I will continue
Academy Americana were begun. Of course, GRC’s to treasure my interactions with the children and
inaugural programs – GRC’s Space Academy and families of GRC, as I am more able to spend time
Ancient Academy – continued to expand and thrive. with my own children and family here in St. Louis
Academic Challenge Cup, with Creative Convention, and in far-flung parts of the U.S.
Equations and LinguiSHTIK competitions, grew to
Yes, children and their futures are what Gifted
accommodate more than a thousand children each Resource Council is all about…..
year!
While the above examples are important, they
pale in contrast to the opportunity to interact with
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Continuity & Continued Innovation
Over the past 32 years, Gifted Resource Council has continued to offer traditional favorites, like GRC’s
Space Academy and Ancient Academy, while adding other Summer Academies to meet newly identified
needs.
Since 1986, Ancient Academy has been a perennial favorite. Young historians don’t just study ancient
Rome, Greece or the Middle Ages—they recreate them, complete with costumes, heraldic banners, food,
caste systems and whatever else distinguishes an ancient civilization.
Arthur Koenig, GRC’s ‘Renaissance Man’, who has been challenging and guiding hundreds of young
scholars for the past 18 years through the cultures that preceded and shaped our own, put it this way: “GRC
speaks to a need in the community for enrichment, and we are able to provide it with wit, imagination, handson learning and a depth of knowledge which can usually be found only in higher education. GRC teachers
really feel they can make a contribution by inspiring students who need challenges outside of the regular
classroom.”
Jr. Science Searchers and Math, Marvels & More were soon added to address the needs of younger
children. For more than two decades, these Summer Academies have inspired young scientists to explore
liquid states, outer space, the world of dinosaurs, equations, energy, rainforests and many other fascinating
aspects of our world.
ECO Academy, which combines ECOnomics and ECOlogy, was established in 1999 to enable students
to learn about the economy while simultaneously respecting the environment. Young ‘entrepreneurs’ actually
form a company, sell stock, manufacture a product in an ecologically friendly way, market the product and
hopefully make a profit. Students are guided by many expert presenters from universities and the business
community who share their insight and experience.
LEGO® MINDSTORMS® NXT Robotics was introduced as a separate Learning Lab class and became
an integral part of GRC’s Space Academy. Upgraded technology using LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3
was added in 2015. “In addition to problem-solving, teamwork and critical thinking, building robots is a
challenging, hands-on experience that gets kids excited about learning,” said Lisa Hummel, veteran teacher
of gifted students who has been offering robotics classes with GRC since 2009.
‘Moving & Shaking’, a Saturday Learning Lab, was created in 2001 to stimulate interest in STEM
careers for girls, who all too often do not consider careers in math, engineering, science or technology. This
course is coordinated by women professors, Ruth Okamoto and Shelly Sakiyama-Elbert, and is based in
laboratories on the campus of Washington University. Using cutting-edge science and equipment, students
explore everything from water treatment to wind power to creating nanostructured materials. “These kinds
of opportunities are invaluable for middle school girls (and boys) as they consider the many varieties of
engineering and science careers available,” said GRC Executive Director Susan Flesch.

Students in GRC’s Ancient Academy enjoy parading
their heraldry as a culminating activity during
GRC’s Summer Academies.
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Parents Ask

Why should our child ever be frustrated in school?

Parents of bright children sometimes have unrealistic
expectations about how easily their child should excel in school
because, “after all, she’s very talented.” When the smooth
sailing they anticipate does not occur, they expect the teacher
to fix it immediately.
But sometimes even a bright child just doesn’t know how
to get started with a history paper. Sometimes he doesn’t do
as well on a test as he thought he should have. Sometimes he
assumes he already knows what the teacher is explaining and
just doesn’t really listen. Then, when it’s time to tackle the
assignment, it’s not so easy.

Think Long-term
More often than not, a child’s expectations about always
smooth sailing in school—expectations usually fostered by
parents—are not only unrealistic, they’re harmful. Things don’t
always go as we would like. In fact, quite often they don’t. The
truth is that children who don’t learn to deal constructively
with frustration develop habits that will seriously limit them
throughout their lives.
On the other hand, savvy parents understand that children
who learn to persist through their frustrations develop grit.
Savvy parents know that grit, the ability to persevere when
things are not breaking your way, is far more important than
raw talent for real success in life. Here are some strategies that
will help your child transform frustrations into success.
Approach Your Child’s Frustration
as a Teachable Moment
•
Remain calm. Speak very matter-of-factly. Your
calmness will help your child achieve her own. Reacting
emotionally yourself will stoke her feelings and make it more
difficult for you to help her learn from whatever challenges her.
•
Paraphrase. Repeat back your understanding of what
occurred and the feelings your child seems to be experiencing.
Paraphrasing will not only clarify the situation for you, but
will probably clarify it for your child who may have reacted
emotionally without actually thinking things through.
•
Ask clarifying questions that can’t be answered with
one word. “What happened when you…? How did that…?
•
Help your child reframe the event. As a hardworking
St. Louisan famously put it, “It ain’t over till it’s over.” Yogi
Berra’s right. It’s a process, and as long as we keep trying,
the game isn’t over. And it isn’t about one paper, one test,
one project, one crashed robot—it’s about acquiring both the
intellectual skills and the character traits necessary for longterm success. Reframed frustrations can be wakeup calls, a
summons to keep trying, to keep playing the game, to develop
a winner’s grit.
•
Help your child right-size his expectations. What
constitutes success? School isn’t brain surgery. Not everything
a child does needs to be perfect. Sure, it’s important to work
long and hard enough to achieve the outcome an endeavor
deserves. And that may be enough.

by Dennis O’Brien
•
Encourage your child to identify possible solutions
for herself. Be willing to help her brainstorm and consider
possible options going forward. But do NOT hand out your
solutions. Approach this as an opportunity to help your child
develop some problem-solving skills as well as a long-term
perspective. Over the long hall, that’s far more important than
coming up with “the right” solution.
•
Explain that often achievements that are hardest to
obtain turn out to be the ones we value the most—precisely
because they did not come easily and we had to really work to
achieve them.
•
Explain that school—like most things in life—
requires persistent effort. Learning and acquiring academic
skills is a process, and it requires effort, whether you’re smart
or not.
•
Defend the teacher if your child seems to be angry at
her for not rescuing him. Explain that the teacher is actually
expressing her confidence in your child—confidence that he
can overcome his frustration, resolve the obstacles that hold
him back, and manage to succeed on his own.
•
Praise and encourage your child for trying, always
keeping the focus on the efforts he makes rather than ability
or results. Make it clear that you value your child’s efforts
to get something done that doesn’t come easily, even if the
results aren’t perfect or the game isn’t won. Sometimes it’s just
important to play the game.
My father, a surgeon with three doctoral degrees, always
stressed persistence and being well-rounded rather than
extraordinary talent as keys to success. “Hammer, hammer,
hammer in the hard, hard way,” he told us. When my children
get frustrated and think they are falling short, I encourage them
to “keep hammering.” Simple, appropriate parental messages
have so much power.
Arrange for Your Child to Experience Frustration
•
Work with the teacher to develop some special
challenges for your child if school assignments are too easy.
Or, if the teacher is unable to commit the time for that, do so
yourselves. Tasks that require persistence over time, tasks that
cannot be completed immediately, are especially valuable.
Could your child do some research and write a play about life
in ancient Greece? Or write a history of the Civil War from the
perspective of a southern slave, or the wife of a soldier killed at
Gettysburg? Could he design and build a “moon rover”?
•
Involve your child in activities like team sports where
he may not excel and where winning some and losing some are
part of the growth process, part of the fun. This will help your
child become more well-rounded, develop social skills as well
as experience the frustration of not always—or even often--being the best.
•
Make your values explicit. Explain that learning to
work hard and continuing to try when success does not come
Parents Ask continued on page 5
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Parents Ask continued from page 4
instantly are important for success in school and in life. Give
examples from your own experience.
Bottom line: Helping your child turn frustration into
persistent effort will develop both self-confidence and grit,
character traits essential to long-term success.
Dennis O’Brien is a licensed clinical social worker, experienced
educator and therapist, who has led five nonprofits. He has written
educational materials used by the Washington University School of
Medicine Dept. of Psychiatry, weekly columns on parenting for the
Suburban Journal/Post-Dispatch and numerous columns for St. Louis
Moms and Dads, CHARACTERplus, Family Connection (Mo. Dept.
of Mental Health) and Gifted Association of Missouri. O’Brien’s April
6 column, “Prevent teen suicide by addressing it,” won the 2010
Missouri Institute of Mental Health award for outstanding reporting
on suicide.

Veteran Teacher Praises GRC
Programs, Cites Positive Impact
on Students
“Creative Convention (one of three parts of
GRC’s Academic Challenge Cup) is such a great
opportunity for kids to learn to work together in a
lighthearted, competitive environment where they
need to think quickly on their feet and brainstorm
together as a team,” said Kathie Dolan, a teacher
of gifted students in the Ladue School District who
has been bringing students to GRC’s Academic
Challenge Cup for 15 years.
“Working together as a team is not always easy
for kids of high ability who are natural leaders,
but who may have difficulty listening to the ideas
of their peers. GRC offers bright students this
wonderful opportunity to go through this process
with lots of other kids. It also creates an impetus for
the teachers to have a creative problem-solving and
team-building unit at school.
“The Equations part of ACC is another authentic
learning experience that GRC provides for kids to
get excited about math. The GRC staff works really
hard to organize this amazing competition where
bright students can meet new people and play this
complicated math game together. The tournament is
the culmination of many weeks of practicing math
strategies on their own time. The best part is that
while the students are having fun playing, they are
getting a deeper understanding of math patterns
and relationships in a game that requires complex
problem solving.”

Key Programs continued from page 1

the Challenger Learning Center provide them with
hands-on STEM experiences here on Earth.
Bottom line: Within a few short months, these
visionaries conceived of and created the three basic
GRC programs that now involve more than 2,000
students each year.

Discovery through
LEGO® NXT®
Robotics is always
a hit with girls and
boys in GRC’s Space
Academy during
GRC’s Summer
Academies.

GRC fosters friendships in all
of its programs.
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Diverse Community of Learners
All Gifted Resource Council programs encourage
teamwork, task organization, flexibility and analytical
thinking, as well as participatory decision-making. In
addition to the intellectual stimulation of a challenging
curriculum, students’ social skills are enhanced through
cooperative learning experiences. These attributes are
important as they grow to become the leaders of tomorrow.
GRC strives to keep tuition as low as possible while also
offering financial assistance, made possible by donors.
This economic, social and racial diversity enriches the
experience for all students.
GRC believes that effective parents are crucial to a
gifted child’s success. Thus, GRC offers special workshops
for parents and teachers of gifted students while their
children are engaged in GRC activities. GRC’s newsletter
is also focused on informing parents about opportunities
and strategies. Each issue contains a ‘Parents Ask’ column
advising parents regarding some of the unique challenges
in the life of their gifted child. These columns, along
with other resources, are also available on-line at www.
giftedresourcecouncil.org.

The GRC Team

GRC has accomplished all this with a lean staff of
two fulltime and six very part-time employees. Since its
programs operate during summers and weekends when
school is not in session, GRC is able to utilize skills of the
most talented and experienced teachers of gifted students
in the area. These master teachers routinely read current
professional materials and attend workshops designed
to help them become even more effective teachers of
the gifted. In addition, GRC conducts its own in-service
refresher training three times per year in order to help
excellent teachers expand their skills even further.
GRC relies on innumerable volunteers who do
everything from designing Academic Challenge Cup
activities to coaching student teams. Others serve as
presenters and resources for GRC courses, including area
college professors and business professionals. Teachers
refer students to GRC each year because they recognize
how valuable GRC programs can be for their students.
GRC is governed by a 12-member Board of Directors
assisted by a 12-member Advisory Committee. “The
commitment, energy and wisdom of so many dedicated
volunteers over the years has been crucial to GRC’s
success,” said Susan Flesch. “We are deeply grateful to
them.” Flesch herself has provided strong leadership,
strategic thinking and continuity to the organization in her
role as Executive Director since 1995.
Finally, GRC alums continue to both serve and utilize
GRC’s programs. Some alums and their families provide
financial support so GRC can continue to serve other
deserving children. Others return as teaching assistants
during their college years. A growing number, now
parents, send their children to GRC. “For the past several
summers my girls have visited their grandparents in St.
Louis,” said alum Dana Jacob, an attorney in the federal
court in Seattle, Oregon. “One of the best parts is the
opportunity to attend GRC.”

Going Forward

GRC’s ECO Academy ‘entrepreneurs’ proudly
display their eco-friendly business products.

As schools face increasing financial pressure, services
for gifted and talented children are often reduced. “For
32 years, Gifted Resource Council has offered strong
programs to address this need,” said Executive Director
Susan Flesch. “GRC is fortunate to have the experience,
depth of talent and human resources to sustain this
important mission of bringing together the resources of
the community, schools and parents to help bright and
talented children–preschoolers through 8th grade—
achieve their potential. We are committed to their thriving
futures.”
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Mark Your Calendar
January 30, 2016 – Summer Opportunities Fair at John Burroughs School, 755 S Price Rd.
February 6-March 12, 2016 (Six Saturdays) – Winter Learning Lab at Wydown Middle
School, 6500 Wydown Blvd. Parenting Classes will be offered.
March 1 & 2, 2016 – GRC’s Academic Challenge Cup Equations Competitions at 		
University of Missouri-St. Louis. Parenting classes will be offered.
March 3 & 4, 2016 – GRC’s Academic Challenge Cup Creative Convention at
University of Missouri-St. Louis. Parenting classes will be offered.
March 15, 2016 – GRC’s Academic Challenge Cup LinguiSHTIK Competition at
Washington University in St. Louis. Parenting classes will be offered.
March 16 & 17, 2016 – GRC’s Academic Challenge Cup Equations Competitions at 		
Washington University in St. Louis. Parenting classes will be offered.
June 13-July 22, 2016 – GRC’s Summer Academies at Crossroads College
Preparatory School, 500 DeBaliviere Ave.

For more information on any of these events, contact GRC:
314-962-5920 or info@giftedresourcecouncil.org

BECOME A MEMBER OF GIFTED RESOURCE COUNCIL
Now you can participate in shaping America’s future by becoming a member of Gifted Resource Council, a not-for-profit agency serving bright and talented
young people. Your tax-deductible contribution will enable us to improve existing programs, extend offerings and reach more children. Your membership will
not only benefit gifted chilldren, but also entitle you to receive the following:
Gifted Member: $60					Brilliant
►
Priority registration for all programs		
►
►
FREE parenting classes ($160 value)		
►
►
Use of GRC Library				
►

Benefactor: $500
All of the above, plus
One FREE Learning Lab course or
Learning Lab scholarship in your name at your request

Intelligent Friend: $100				Wise Philanthropist: $1,000
►
All of the above, plus				
►
All of the above, plus
►
$10 discount off two Learning Lab registrations
►
GRC logo lapel pin
						
►
The undying gratitude of gifted children throughout the metropolitan area
Sharp Sponsor: $150
►
All of the above, plus				Imaginative Institution: $100
►
Additional $25 discount off a Summer Academy
►
For schools and other not-for-profits
Talented Patron: $250					
q My employer __________________________________________________
►
All of the above, plus					will match my charitable donation.
(company name)
►
Additional $25 discount off a Summer Academy ($50 total)
q Gifted Member q Intelligent Friend q Sharp Sponsor q Talented Patron q Brilliant Benefactor q Wise Philanthropist q Imaginative Institution
Name (as you wish your membership to be listed) ________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________ State _______________ Zip _______________ Phone _____________________________________________

Please mail check to: Gifted Resource Council, 357 Marshall Ave., Suite 6, St. Louis, MO 63119-1827
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Sandy Kalin, Secretary			
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GRC needs your charitable support to
continue providing talented children
with special enrichment opportunities.
Tax-deductible membership gifts keep
fees as low as possible and provide
scholarship assistance to those who
need it.
Please use the enclosed envelope to
mail your membership gift today.

Gifted Resource Council is a not-for-profit education agency serving the greater St. Louis Metropolitan area.
Its purpose is to bring together the resources of the community, the schools and parents
to help bright and talented children achieve their potential.

